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China copper smelter Guangxi Nanguo declares force 

majeure amid coronavirus

A copper smelter in Southwest China has declared force 

majeure on deliveries of copper concentrate as a coronavirus 

outbreak in the country heightened fears about a hit to 

demand. Guangxi Nanguo Copper, with production capacity of 

300,000 tonnes per year, is the first smelter in China to declare 

force majeure following the virus epidemic.

Chile mining activity, copper production fall in November 

2019 amid protests 

Chilean mining activity fell 7.1% in November 2019 plagued in 

part by operational issues at major mines during a tumultuous 

month of protests, road and port blockades and worker strikes 

in the South American nation. The world's top copper producer 

reported that production of the metal fell 6.7% in November 

2019 from the same month a year earlier to 504,366 tonnes. 

Chile´s Codelco, the world's top copper miner, and BHP, which 

owns the sprawling Escondida copper mine, both reported 

increases in output in October despite riots that threw much of 

the country into chaos. 

Copper market in 33,000 tonnes deficit in Oct 2019 – ICSG

The global world refined copper market showed a 33,000 

tonnes deficit in October, compared with a 89,000 tonnes 

deficit in September, the International Copper Study Group 

(ICSG). For the first 10 months of the year, the market was in a 

439,000 tonnes deficit compared with a 345,000 tonnes deficit 

in the same period a year earlier, the ICSG said. World refined 

copper output in October was 2.07 million tonnes , while 

consumption was 2.11 million tonnes. Bonded stocks of copper 

in China showed a 76,000 tonnes deficit in October compared 

with a 144,000 tonnes deficit in September.

Transport of copper halted at MMG's Las Bambas mine in Peru

The transportation of metal from MMG Ltd's Las Bambas copper 

mine in Southern Peru has been halted.  Local communities 

have been protesting what they say is pollution generated by 

the trucks that transport minerals from the mine. Nickel 

production at Indonesia's Morowali park unaffected by virus. 

Indonesia's largest nickel industrial park stated that its Chinese 

workers are clear of the coronavirus epidemic and that 

production is as "per normal".

Overview and outlook

Copper ended on weaker path as the outbreak of the deadly 

coronavirus in the Chinese city of Wuhan has hit industrial 

metals hard.  Copper traded in range of 427.70-459.40. Copper 

inventories in London Metal Exchange-registered warehouses 

jumped by a third providing a boost to supplies in LME depots 

after months of erosion.  But China's factory activity had been 

showing encouraging signs of picking up after months of 

protracted weakness. Copper tanked to a 5 month low 

correcting by over 12% recently as funds sold on expectations of 

slowing demand in China, where a coronavirus outbreak has 

raised the prospect of an economic slowdown. Copper prices 

are expected to be sustained by low stocks in LME warehouses, 

which at 182,550 tonnes are down more than 45% since the end 

of August 2019.

Key news

Waning sulphuric acid demand threatens China copper 

output amid virus lockdown 

Factory closures due to the coronavirus outbreak in China, 

including in epicenter Hubei, are sapping demand for sulphuric 

acid, a byproduct of copper production, and will likely see 

smelters cut output.

China Feb copper output to fall more than 15% on virus woes

China's copper smelters will reduce output by more than 15% in 

February from January due to the coronavirus outbreak. China's 

December 2019 refined copper output came in at a record 

monthly high of 930,000 tonnes.
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COPPER MCX CHART

COPPER LME CHART

TECHNICAL OUTLOOK

Copper futures at the MCX platform has settled lower at 430.90 on the previous week. Since last couple of weeks prices are trading lower from 

459.40 levels to 420.60. Now the price traded below the trend line of 445. Prices are trading below the 200EMA daily support levels of 448.85. 

The immediate support 420 may act as a trend interrupting point. Overall the commodity is expected to move positive from its support level. If it 

break and sustain below the immediate support line of 420 can see further down side move towards 420/405 level in coming weeks.

On LME copper stuck in wide range of 5520-6350, where 5520 act as support and 6350 as resistance. Presently it is traded well below 50 day, 100 

day & 200 day moving average. Bounce is expected in the counter till 6350from current levels. Current structure & technical indicator indicates 

high volatility in the counter in the coming few sessions. The bias for market is expected to bullish momentum in the counter, where it can take 

support at 5520; and could face resistance at 6350 respectively.  
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Overview and outlook

Nickel counter ended sharply lower in the month of January as 

it moved in range of 922-1056.30 in MCX.  Underpinning the 

positive price outlook is Indonesia's ban on exports of nickel 

ore, which kicked in at the start of February and which is widely 

expected to feed through to lower nickel pig iron production in 

China.

Key news

 

Indonesia 2019 nickel ore output surges, 2020 output to 

slow –official

Indonesia's 2019 nickel ore output stood at 52.8 million tonnes, 

Director of Minerals Yunus Saefulhak at the Ministry of Energy 

and Mineral Resources stated, more than double production of 

22.1 million tonnes a year earlier. He expects miners of low 

grade nickel ore; however, to lower their production this year 

as the country stopped ore exports at the start of 2020. Most 

local smelters prefer higher grade nickel ore. Indonesia also 

produced 1.1 million tonnes of ferronickel last year, nearly 

twice the 573,000 tonnes a year earlier. Output of nickel pig 

iron also doubled to 692,429 tonnes in 2019, up from 323,000 

tonnes in 2018.

 

China's 2019 nickel ore imports from Indonesia jump 72% on 

year

China's imports of nickel ore from Indonesia leaped by nearly 

three-quarters in 2019 customs data showed recently, as 

traders scrambled to ship the material before an export ban 

from the Southeast Asian nation took effect from the start this 

year. While total 2019 imports of nickel ore rose 30% from 2018 

to 56.13 million tonnes, imports from Indonesia rocketed 72% 

to 23.9 million tonnes, according to the General Administration 

of Customs. Indonesia, the world's biggest nickel ore producer, 

last September announced it would expedite a ban on exports 

of the material by two years to Jan. 1, 2020, in an effort to 

secure supply for its domestic nickel processing industry. The 

ban sparked a rush to ship ore out of the country before the end 

of 2019, notably into China, where nickel ore is mainly used to 

make nickel pig iron, a raw material for its stainless 

steelmaking sector, the world's largest. In December, China's 

total nickel ore imports rose 60% from the same time in 2018 to 

4.32 million tonnes, with shipments from Indonesia jumping 

82% year-on-year to 2.47 million tonnes.

 Global nickel market deficit tightens to 1,266 Tonnes in Nov 

2019 – INSG

The global nickel market deficit tightened to 1,266 tonnes in 

November 2019 from a revised shortfall of 3,077 tonnes in the 

previous month, the International Nickel Study Group (INSG). 

For the first 11 months of 2019, there was a global deficit of 

53,373 tonnes, compared with a deficit of 141,968 tonnes in the 

same period in 2018, Lisbon-based INSG added.
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TECHNICAL OUTLOOK

NICKEL LME CHART

Nickel weekly charts on LME have formed doji star (morning) formation which indicates the buying in the counter. The Last few sessions ended up 

bearish momentum & current price action suggests that if prices break above 13360 levels then it confirms the buying and takes the bullish rally 

towards 14500 & 15025 with the support of 12120. Another scenario indicates that if prices failed to break 13360, then the bears turn on and we 

may witness a selling pressure. High volatility is expected in the counter as defined by technical indicators.

NICKEL MCX CHART

Nickel future at the MCX platform has settled flat at 940.70 on the previous week. At present prices are trading below the weekly 50EMA levels of 

1040 and also below 200 EMA levels 1025. The Momentum weekly Oscillator MACD is trading below the support line of 1025, witnessing bearish 

crossover. Buying can be seen in the counter if it continue to trade above 970 levels, which take the counter towards 1000/1030 in near-term. If it 

break below 925 levels and sustain can see further down side move up to 900/880 levels. 
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Overview and outlook

Lead ended on weaker path in the month of January amid 

slowdown concerns in China due to spread of Coronavirus. 

Battery metal Lead traded in range of 144.10-153.20. 

Key News

Global lead market widens surplus in November –ILZSG

The global lead market widened its surplus to 34,600 tonnes in 

November from a revised 1,500 tonnes in October 2019, data 

from the International Lead and Zinc Study Group (ILZSG) 

showed. For the first eleven months of the 2019, the lead 

deficit narrowed to 33,000 tonnes from 82,000 tonnes during 

the same period of 2018, ILZSG data showed.

ILZSG estimates

Provisional data reported to the ILZSG indicate that world 

refined lead metal demand exceeded supply by 81kt during the 

first ten months of 2019. Over the same period total reported 

stock levels decreased by 38kt.

Global lead mine production remained stable, with rises in 

Europe, Australia, India, Mexico, Peru and South Africa offset 

by reductions in Bolivia, China and Kazakhstan. 

There were rises in refined lead metal production in India, the 

Republic of Korea and Mexico. However, overall global output 

declined by 0.7% mainly as a result of lower output in 

Argentina, Canada, Kazakhstan and Australia where technical 

issues at Nyrstar’s Port Pirie smelter resulted in a significant 

reduction in output.

Refined global lead metal usage fell by 0.5%, primarily 

influenced by decreases in Europe, Japan and the United 

States. 

Chinese imports of lead contained in lead concentrates 

increased by 40.4% to 781kt. Net imports of refined lead metal 

totalled 112kt compared to 61kt over the same period of 2018.

February 2020

Source: Kitco metals
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TECHNICAL OUTLOOK

LEAD LME CHART

Lead weekly charts on LME have stuck in range of 1800-2260. Strong support is seen at 1800 levels if price continue to trade above the level then 

possibly test 1980 & 2134. The last few sessions are ended up in bearish trend along with correction. Based on current price action, the market is 

expected to give bounce till 1980. Presently the counter is facing the resistance at 1980. If prices break & hold above 1980 then it can extent rallies 

towards 2337.64 & 2560.60. On the contrary, another scenario indicates that if price failed to break above the key 1980 then a corrective rally 

could test all the way to 1800 & 1620 in the shorter horizon. Buy on dips suggested for the counter.

LEAD MCX CHART

Lead future at the MCX platform has settled lower at 144.65 on the previous week. At present prices are trading below the weekly 50EMA levels 

of 150.The Momentum Oscillator Stochastic (14,3,3) is now witnessing negative divergence and also providing bearish trend for short to medium 

term basis. The lower side 200EMA levels supports of 150.50 is already breached .Overall the commodity is expected to move lower  from its 

resistance level of 153.
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Overview and outlook

Zinc prices ended the month of January on subdued path as zinc 

moved in range of 173-184.80. Stocks of zinc in LME warehouses 

are close to 20-year lows at about 50,000 tonnes, having been 

on a downtrend since October 2015. Visible  inventories 

including  those  on  the  LME,  in warehouses  monitored  by  

the  ShFE  and  those  held  by producers  are estimated at 

about 1.1 million tonnes. Meanwhile worries  about  nearby 

availability of zinc on the LME market has pushed cash metal to  

a  premium  of  nearly  $20  a  tonne  over  the  3 months,  

having been at a discount in December 2019. Global crude steel 

production rose to 1.87 billion tonnes last year, up 3.4% from 

2018, as per World Steel Association.

Key News

Global steel output rose 3.4% in 2019 -World Steel 

Association 

Global crude steel production rose to 1.87 billion tonnes last 

year, up 3.4% from 2018, figures from the World Steel 

Association show.  Crude steel output from China, the world's 

top producer and consumer of the alloy, gained 8.3% to 996.3 

million tonnes. Indian output rose 1.8% to 111.2 million tonnes 

but the European Union's production dropped 4.9% to 159.4 

million tonnes.

Low inventories to frustrate zinc bears

Historically low stocks of zinc in London Metal Exchange 

registered warehouses are likely to fuel price volatility and 

confound those investors looking at an oversupplied market 

and expecting significantly lower prices. Stocks of zinc in LME 

warehouses are close to 20-year lows at around 50,000 tonnes, 

having been on a downtrend since October 2015 when mining 

giant Glencore shut 500,000 tonnes of capacity because of low 

prices. The low stocks come at a time when many market 

participants are expecting to see a supply surplus this year 

after several years of deficits, which would be bearish for 

prices of the metal used to galvanise steel.

ILZSG Estimates

According to preliminary data recently compiled by the ILZSG, 

the global market for refined zinc metal was in deficit by 152kt 

over the first ten months of 2019 with total reported 

inventories decreasing by 41kt. 

Despite reductions in a number of countries including 

Argentina, Chile, Finland, India, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Peru, 

Turkey and the United States, world zinc mine production rose 

by 2.2%. This was primarily a consequence of substantial 

increases in Australia and South Africa. 

A significant rise in refined zinc metal production in China 

combined with increases in Mexico and Peru more than 

balanced decreases in Europe, Australia, Canada, India and 

Kazakhstan, resulting in an overall rise globally of 2.1%.

A 0.3% increase in global usage of refined zinc metal was mainly 

a consequence of rises in apparent usage in China, the Republic 

of Korea, South Africa and the United States that more than 

offset reductions in Europe, Brazil, Japan.

Chinese imports of zinc contained in zinc concentrates rose by 

3.2% to 1135kt. Net imports of refined zinc metal totalled 469kt, 

a decrease of 3.8% compared to the first ten months of 2018.

Zinc Lead Spread

Analysis: Zinc and Lead spread can move in narrow range of 20-

30 in the month of Feb 2020. 

February 2020

Source: Reuters

ZINC

Source: Kitco metals
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TECHNICAL OUTLOOK

ZINC LME CHART

Zinc daily charts on LME have formed lower high lower low formation. Based on the current chart pattern, the market is expected to continue the 

bearish momentum and may fall towards 1820. On the other hand if price bounces & break above a key resistance holding at 2250 then it may 

rally towards 2590. If prices hold above the key resistance 2590 then bullish rally may extend towards 2670-2815. Another scenario indicates that 

if prices hold below key support of 1820 then it may test 1680. Higher volatility is expected in the counter as defined by technical indicators. The 

counter may take support near 1820 and could face resistance at 2590.

ZINC MCX CHART

Zinc future at the MCX platform has settled lower at 169.85 on the previous week. From last couple of weeks, prices are trading lower from 

196.10 to 169.55.  At present prices are trading below the daily 200EMA levels 185 and as well as below the weekly rising trend line resistance 

levels 180. The intermediate trend is bullish but in short term basis below 166 can see further down side up to 155/145. But the view will be intact 

until the recent low 166 is not interrupted. 
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Overview and outlook

Aluminum prices ended on mixed path in month of January as 

its prices moved in range of 138.40-145.50. China estimate of 

Aluminium national output last year was 35.8 million tonnes, 

slightly higher than the official assessment of 35.0 million 

tonnes released by the National Bureau of Statistics. Aluminium 

stocks held at three major Japanese ports at the end of 

December were down 2.2% at 314,000 tonnes from the 

penultimate month. U.S. President Donald Trump signed a 

proclamation increasing tariffs on derivative steel products by 

an additional 25 percent and boosting duties on derivative 

aluminum products by an additional 10 percent.

Key News

Slow global growth to impact Aluminum demand

The International Monetary Fund (IMF), in its January World 

Economic Outlook report, revised lower the global economic 

growth in 2020 and 2021 by 0.1 per cent and 0.2 per cent from 

its October 2019 estimates, to 3.3 per cent and 3.4 per cent, 

respectively. Slowdown in the global economic growth will 

adversely impact the Aluminium demand.

Chinese production growth pauses

China's production of primary aluminium fell by 1.9% last year, 

according to the International Aluminium Institute (IAI). The 

IAI's estimate of national output last year was 35.8 million 

tonnes, slightly higher than the official assessment of 35.0 

million tonnes released by the National Bureau of Statistics. 

However, both agencies agree that China's giant aluminium 

sector produced less metal last year than in 2018. That marked 

a rare reversal for a country that has grown its smelting 

capacity at breakneck speed to account for around 56% of 

global output. The concern is renewed production growth 

generates a pick-up in China's exports of semi-manufactured 

aluminium products, which were 1.3% lower in the first 11 

months of last year after 24% growth in 2018.

Norsk Hydro Q4 earnings miss expectations on weak 

aluminium prices 

Aluminium producer Norsk Hydro reported a smaller-than-

expected rise in fourth-quarter earnings on lower metal prices 

and said it expects global aluminium supply to outstrip demand 

in 2020.

Norsk Hydro to get boost from trend towards low-carbon 

construction 

Metals maker Norsk Hydro expects its sale of low-carbon 

aluminium made from recycled drink cans and other scrap to 

more than double this year and to further increase in 2021 and 

beyond. While overall global aluminium demand is largely 

stagnant, the company found that property developers in 

Europe, North America and elsewhere are increasingly willing 

to pay more for metal that can help to lower their carbon 

footprint.

 

Global output drop fails to disperse aluminium gloom

Global aluminium production fell by 1.0% last year in its first 

annual contraction since the Global Financial Crisis in 2009. 

That should have been good news for the aluminium price, but 

London Metal Exchange three-month metal spent most of last 

year grinding steadily lower.

 

China's annual aluminium output slips for first time in 

decade 

China's annual aluminium production fell for the first time in 10 

years in 2019, official data showed, hit by softer demand amid 

the Sino-U.S. trade row and large-scale smelter outages.  

Aluminium output dropped to 35.04 million tonnes last year, 

down 0.9% from record levels a year earlier, the National 

Bureau of Statistics (NBS) reported. China's full-year aluminium 

output last fell in 2009, according to annual data on the NBS 

website, although estimates from the International Aluminium 

Institute show production rising every year this century

February 2020
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TECHNICAL OUTLOOK

ALUMINIUM LME CHART

Aluminium weekly charts on LME prices have lower high lower low formation. Based on current price action it may continue to trade in a bearish 

momentum & approach all the way to 1550. Alternatively, if the key support, 1650 holds strong then the market might retest 1894 & 1915 and 

turn bulls once again. The immediate support for counter holds at 1650 whereas resistance holds at 1780. Low volatility is expected in the 

counter as defined by technical indicators.

ALUMINIUM MCX CHART

Aluminium Future at the MCX platform has settled lower at 134.60 on last week, from the previous closing price of 138.85. Now the prices have 

trading near the 18 days moving averages of 138.34. The long term channel support of 139 is already breached last month and also sustained 

below the 18 days moving averages of 138.34. Overall the commodity is expected to move lower from its resistance level. Thus we recommend 

selling on rise in this month.
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